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LING 475 - LINGUISTIC FIELD METHODS

Time 9:10-10:00 MWF
Place: Ling 109

Instructor: Anthony Mattina (Ling 110, x5851; OH: 3:30-4:30 TW; by appt.)


Other Reference Materials

Gudschinsky, Sarah C. 1967. How to Learn an Unwritten Language. HRW.
Healey, Alan, ed. 1975. Language Learner's Field Guide. SIL.

Requirements:

Students should be familiar with:
- phonetic symbols
- terms such as phone, phoneme; morph, morpheme; root; stem; affix
- functional units (subject, object, head, adjunct)

A written report (paper) on each language studied (due dates will be announced)
Interim reports as assigned
No final exam.
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